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Who were we 2011-2015?

Amy Griffin
University of New South Wales, Canberra, Australia

Sara Irina Fabrikant
University of Zürich, Switzerland

You!
Members from many organizations & countries
What do we do?

- **Organize sessions** at the 2015 and 2017 ICC with focus on cognitive processes when using maps and interactive GeoVA systems.

- **Organize annual meetings**, often with other ICC commissions and/or in conjunction with other events (i.e., ISPRS 2015, AAG 2015, CartoCon 2014).

- **Disseminate findings** with up-to-date website, and peer-reviewed scholarly outlets (i.e., CP 2014, IJGIS 2014, CAJ 2012).

- **Seek out the involvement** of young researchers by including opportunities for training (i.e., Pre-ICC 2013/15 workshops, AutoCarto Columbus 2012).
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Upcoming activities

Who will we be 2015-2019!

Amy Griffin :: Chair
University of New South Wales, Canberra, Australia

Sidonie Christophe :: Co-Chair
Cogit Lab, IGN-France, Paris, France

You!
Members from many organizations & countries
Join us! More information?
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